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WELCOME ,  MS  BRODR I C K !

F R E YA  COSGR I F F  AND  CHAR LO T T E  KEN T

In Term 3,  Ms Michelle Brodrick
joined us all  for hopefully a very
long time. However, what with
Covid-19, us students are yet to
know much about her. We
decided to interview Ms
Brodrick to find out more about
our new Principal.

Charlotte and Freya :  Why did you
want the job of Principal?
Ms Brodrick :  I  have always loved
being a teacher and thought that as
a Principal I  could have the most
impact on students and staff.
Charlotte and Freya :  Have you
encountered any unforeseen
challenges, or perks, about being
Principal?
Ms Brodrick :  The biggest challenge
so far has been the return to remote
learning, as I have only had three
weeks with all  the students and staff
at school.  One of the perks is that I
have a lovely big office to meet
students, staff,  parents, and carers
in.
Charlotte and Freya :  Are there any
goals for the school that you would
be will ing to share?
Ms Brodrick :  Loreto is a wonderful
College, and I can see many
opportunities for the school to cater
for the diverse interests and
learning needs of the girls.
Charlotte and Freya:  Are you a
member of any of the school Houses?
Do you have a favourite?
Ms Brodrick:  I  have always been in
red House in my other schools, so I
thought I should be a member of

Ms Brodrick :  When I was in primary
school I thought I would be a vet. I
have always loved animals
Charlotte and Freya :  Do you have
any unusual knacks or talents?
Ms Brodrick :  “I  am left handed but
can write on a whiteboard with my
right hand, and also write
backwards with my left hand. I  am a
little out of practice though
Charlotte and Freya:  Have you
taken up or re-visited a hobby
during quarantine?
Ms Brodrick :  During the first
lockdown I had some ukulele lessons
from my son Jack.

Barry. However, I  am not sure if  I  can
belong to one House as the Principal.
Charlotte and Freya :  What is your
favourite sport at Loreto?
Ms Brodrick :  I  have always loved netball ,
but it was exciting to see the football  in
the House competition. I  am also keen to
see the rowing which I have heard so
much about.
Charlotte and Freya :  Did you go to a
Loreto school when you were younger?
Ms Brodrick :  I  grew up in a country
town called St.  Arnaud. It is about 90
minutes from Ballarat.  There were two
secondary schools,  McAuley College and
St. Arnaud High School.  I  went to both of
these schools.
Charlotte and Freya :  What are your first
impressions of Loreto College Ballarat?
Ms Brodrick :  I  f irst came to Loreto as a
student teacher, so my first impression
was from a long time ago. I  absolutely
loved the school then and I have loved
getting to know the school this time
around. I  love the ‘Loreto spirit ’ .
Charlotte and Freya: Did you ever have a
dream job when you were younger?
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Staff and students were required to wear
masks when in the near proximity of others. 
Staff had a keep-out area marked around their
desks. Students weren’t allowed in, and staff
could take off their masks in that area.
Doors must be open at all  times.
Social distancing enforced where it could be.
Loreto is a tightly packed school, so this is
sometimes difficult,  but the desks were placed  
apart.

We were going well at school at the beginning of
Term Three, having made many alterations to our
daily l ives, but the case count of Covid-19 just
kept rising and rising, mainly in Victoria. So we -
along with all  other schools in the state - had to
go back into remote learning. 

Personally, I  found this a l ittle annoying. We had
spent the previous weeks familiarising ourselves
with the new regulations and conduct. That is just
me being selfish, however; we could not risk
another outbreak, especially not at a school.

In the weeks of Term Three in which we were at
school, these were the preventive regulations we
had to follow: 

Really, that is only a few rules, but there were a
surprising number of people not following those
restrictions. I ’m beginning to fear the constant
calls of “MASKS ON, GIRLS!” may scar me for l ife.
However, most of the community - within Loreto
and without - managed to obey these rules, and
have done so with little hassle, keeping us all
safer.

The main thing that has kept us safe is online
school.  There was much confusion the first time
around, but in Term Three, after we had done it
before, it was much more smooth-sailing. That
said, there have been a few noticeable changes to
how we handle things compared to ‘round one’.

I  know some people aren’t too pleased to have
their cameras on for all  Google Meets. It makes
it a lot harder to sneak food while in class… of
course, I  never did that *wink- wink*.

One of the upsides, though, is many more
extra-curricular groups have found a way to
operate during remote learning, including those
that didn’t manage to last time. These include
the book club, the art club, and even the
sustainability crew!

Another great thing about remote learning this
time round is the level of involvement from
teachers, in simply general check-ups on the
students and our wellbeing. The staff and
Senate have really been doing as much as is
possible to help us see the silver l ining, and to
have hope in such a time as this.

We can always look to the Loreto community to
find messages of hope. Whether it be the
Senate’s weekly memes, or just a call  from a
friend at 2 in the morning so you can
collectively stress and vent. Loreto College
Ballarat is more than just a school, it ’s a symbol.
A symbol of comradery, friendship, and
sincerity.

(However, yes. It is primarily a school.)
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Sammy and Avery Lou wish they had a home.
Instead, they break into empty houses, not for
stealing, but to survive. For each house, Sam
takes a key.  He keeps these to represent his
tiny hope that somehow, maybe, there is a
better l ife for him and his brother. This hope
might just come true, but only if  he can tell
the truth to the family which he accidentally
becomes part of. . .

I  do not normally pick up a YA novel,  but
reading this for the CBCA Shadow Judging
Program changed my perspective on this
genre. Thrown into Sam’s chaotic l ife, I
immediately loved his sweetness. Tightly
plotted and intricately described, the book
alternates between Sam and his worries, and
back in time to when his dad hurt his older
brother because he is autistic. Sam’s anxious
feelings and Avery’s autism are realistically, if
grittily,  portrayed.

Additionally, the De Lainey family almost
seem to breathe, through witty dialogue and
sparkling fresh prose. Moxie is passionate,
sharp and bright. However, she struggles with
becoming a mother-figure to her numerous
siblings, after their mother’s death.
Meanwhile her hilarious brothers let Sam
learn to laugh, and their father offers an
immense kindness Sam has never experienced.

I loved the summery Australian setting and
the beautiful imagery in this book. Yellow and
blue, keys, glitter, the universe, belonging,
and (deliciously) caramel are some of the
themes and symbols Drews masters.

.

BOOK  REV I EW :  THE  BOY  WHO  S T EA L S

HOUSE S ,  BY  C . G .  DREWS

BY  GEMMA  R I CHARDSON .

You will  be immersed in a l ittle world of
hopelessness, grief and a struggle to find
belonging. Yet even when so many grippingly
tragic events tear at Sam, threatening to
break him apart, there is always hope in the
butter-yellow De Lainey house, the key to
Sam’s steps forward

photo credit: Jayde Harrington.



Since the end of Term 2, a group of girls have
been participating in Shadow Judging, an
initiative begun by the Victorian Branch of the
Children's Book Council of Australia.  We have
been reading and making creative responses to
six different books, all  written by Australian
authors. The first two books we covered in June
were The Boy Who Steals Houses  by C.G. Drews,
and This Is How We Change The Ending  by Vikki
Wakefield. In July, we read  How It Feels to Float
by Helen Fox and When the Ground Is Hard  by
Malla Nunn. Through August, we are doing Ghost
Bird  by Lisa Fuller and in September, we will  be
responding to Four Dead Queens  by Astrid
Scholte. 

The Boy Who Steals Houses  is about Sammy Lou,
who ran away from his home and his abusive
aunt with his brother, Avery. They move around
the city, sleeping in houses that are empty for
the night, before moving to the next house. Sam
eventually comes across the De Lainey’s house,
and gets caught up in their l ives. For our
response to this book, we used the wings made
of book pages that had been created in our book
club last year, with keys scattered around them,
representing some important aspects of the
book, such as finding a place that is comfortable,
as Sam becomes more able to be free.

This Is How We Change The Ending  is about Nate
McKee, a boy in a broken family, who spends
most of his time at his local youth centre. He
writes his thoughts and all  he can’t say in his
notebook, until  some of his pages get stolen, and
graffitied outside the centre. Our response to
this book was a short video, with digital graffiti
of words and images significant to the story.

How It Feels To Float  is about Biz, a girl  who stil l
sees her dead dad as a ghost. Dropping out of
school after what happened at the beach, she
takes up photography classes, and the pictures
speak to her. Our response to How It Feels To
Float, a novel about mental i l lness and hope, was
a video of pictures important to the story, with
short pieces of audio as well .  As the pictures are
filmed, the audio becomes more cluttered,
representing Biz’s chaotic mind and life.

When The Ground Is Hard  is about Adele, a
mixed-race girl who goes to a school in
Swaziland. When she is replaced in her friend
group by a new student, she is knocked down the
school student hierarchy. Then she has to board
with a poor girl ,  Lottie, who she soon befriends.
For our response, we are going to create a sort
of street l ibrary, with paintings of fire and
purple butterflies on it,  since these are symbols
in the story.

As of writing, we are yet to complete the
responses for the other two books. For Ghost
Bird, we are making masquerade style bird
masks, and we are creating a Cluedo-style board
game to respond to Four Dead Queens. Shadow
Judging this term and last term has been a lot of
fun, and we can’t wait to see other schools'
responses, and which book wins the book of the
year.
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This year has been a strange and confronting
experience. The leaders of our world have been
tasked to make coping with the experience
easier. This is no different for the leaders of
our school:  both staff leaders and fellow
student leaders.

As we approach the end of the school year, and
more importantly the end of school l ife for Year
12 students, the Year 11 students must decide
who the next leaders of our school will  be.
Usually, this entails a Leadership Day, where
we, as a cohort, spend the day listening to
experienced leaders discuss both the joyous
times and the difficult times in leadership.
Then, we choose who would best be suited to
form the Senate.

 This is a much anticipated day in Year 11,  but
one that we will  unfortunately not get to
experience in the same way as usual.  However,
many typical events have been adapted and
changed throughout the year, and so too has
Leadership Day. Instead of one day, the Year 11
cohort began exploring the ideas of leadership
throughout our period 4 mentor group sessions.
This seemed like a wonderful plan, until  home
learning 2.0 happened. 

At this point, we were required to adapt even
more. Luckily, our wonderful Coordinators
decided to keep pushing ahead with exploring
the idea of leadership. At the beginning of
home learning, Year 11s were asked to put
forward a question we may have for the Senate
about leadership,  which was then answered by
both our amazing Loreto Senate and the St
Pat’s leaders. This video was shown to us
during an online mentor group session. We
then had the opportunity to further discuss
with our mentor teachers and peers what
leadership typically looks like in Year 12.

The Senate in Year 12 is made up of two Co-
captains, four House Captains (one from
each house),  and another four Senate
members. All  of these Senators are as
important as each other, despite what their
title is.  Throughout Year 12, the Senate
assists in organising and running school
assemblies, whole school events such as
Walkathon, and other fun activities such as
the epic Valentine’s Day shenanigans. 

With the changes that have happened this
year due to Covid-19, the Senate has looked
a little different, with many typically face-
to-face events being held online, l ike our
Walkathon at the beginning of this year. The
Senate have also taken it upon themselves
to provide videos of support, or run Netflix
parties to keep everyone connected. This
sort of flexibility and resilience
demonstrated by the 2020 Senate this year
is an excellent example of what a leader
should be like. Hopefully, the 2021 Senate
can take inspiration from these wonderful
Senators as we approach our year of
leadership.

Picture: 2020 Loreto Senate
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This global pandemic has been a wild ride for
everyone. We have had to go into lockdowns
and people have had to work from home. Even
though this situation has been devastating,
there are also some advantages of being at
home and doing online schooling. 

One of these is that we are learning how to
work together, and cooperate, through a
screen in remote learning. We have taught
ourselves to overcome this challenge, and now
we are able and ready to face new experiences
in the future.

In lockdown, we have been able to spend
quality time with our family, who, let's face it,
can be annoying at times, but you love them in
spite of it .  

We have even been able to start new hobbies,
l ike baking, in our spare time. I  know I have
made lots of cakes and cookies with so much
time at home. 

For parents, road tolls will  probably be down
afterwards, and as for students, we have time
to sleep in and relax before classes, because we
don’t have to make the trek to school. 

I  know for so many people it has been hard,
because they have not been able to see friends
and perhaps separated family. However, we
have become more conscious of staying in
contact through technology, and by the end we
will  be even more grateful for the amazing
people in our lives! I  know everyone is planning
catch-ups to see friends and family after
lockdown; I certainly am. 

Let’s not forget how wonderful lockdown has
been for mother nature. Pollution has eased a
little and it is a great start for us to establish a
more environmentally friendly and sustainable
world. Also, not only has the lockdown given
some of us more free time, it has also given us
time for exercise and outdoor activities.

This pandemic and lockdown have been
terrible, but it is always worth looking on the
bright side at all  the benefits and opportunities
it has given us. Remember, that even though
coronavirus has brought us restrictions and
many aspects of l ife we cannot fully take part
in, there are also opportunities we are only
able to take in a lockdown, so we should
embrace these.

THE  BENE F I T S  OF  LOCKDOWN

AVA  CONNA L L Y
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Quarantine 2.0 has everyone having to stop
everything again. Whether that be sport, or
school,  everything has had to either stop or
move online. Rowing is one of the few sports
that has been moved online. As the official
season hasn’t started yet, rowers, coxes and
their coaches have all  been able to train online.
While it is not ideal for the juniors, as they
have just started to learn the rowing stroke,
nor for the seniors, as they participate in the
more important regattas, everyone is managing
with what is possible.

Each week the squads have been having calls,
to catch-up and workout together. It ’s a great
way to make sure each girl is keeping in
contact with her squad. The workouts help in
building strength for rowing, and ensure that
each girl is doing something each week. The
calls also include a quick catch-up about how
the previous week went. This is a fun way to
communicate, as you can see each other on
camera, rather than just being profile pictures.

The squads have started a new challenge
amongst the club: the Remote Rowing Cup.
This is  a fun way to get the girls motivated
to exercise. The competition is between the
different squads; junior, intermediates and
seniors. Everyone can contribute points, by
completing their individual weekly logs of
exercise.  Each age group has a different
amount of minimum points to reach by the
end of the week, and you can also achieve
points by competing in the weekly
challenges. A bit of healthy competition
never hurt anyone!

Being a part of the rowing community is l ike
having a second family. Everyone is
supportive of each other, and we all
encourage each other to get up and
exercise. It is not ideal to be learning rowing
online, but it is the best option in the times
we are currently in.

A big thanks to Taylah and the coaches for
organising remote rowing!

ROW ING  DUR I NG  COV I D

OL I V I A  J ONE S



Socrates Cafe is a steadfast group of wonderful people,
gathering Friday lunchtimes every week for many years
now, to discuss philosophical issues and broaden our
minds. Members of Socrates Cafe have also been able to
compete in the Victorian Philosothon, a yearly
philosophy competition. After many years of hard work
and perseverance, our Loreto team came in third place
last year, and qualified for the Australasian Philosothon.
Our team for both events consisted of:  Annmary
Chalakkal,  Courtney Cummins, Imogen Keene, Rachel
Young, Gemma Richardson, Zoe Bartrum, Finnley Greet,
and myself.  

The Australasian Philosothon involves the top schools in
both Australia and New Zealand, so it was an absolute
honour to be invited. Once again, however, COVID-19
changed everything. Rather than cancelling, though, the
Australasian Association of Philosophy organised the
event to be conducted online, via Zoom. Thus, our team
of eight began our preparations during Term Three. We
were tasked with writing philosophical questions
relevant to four stimuli.  These covered the infamous
Trolley Problem; the possibility of our world being a
computer simulation or a similar i l lusion, inspired by the
film The Matrix; the debacle of science and emotion
compatibility; and a problem which had us questioning
who, exactly, is to be held accountable when things go
wrong.

By the 29th of September, we were as ready as we could
possibly be. We all  woke early and dressed in our
uniforms - something we hadn’t done in a very long time
- before taking a seat somewhere in our house and
connecting to the Zoom call .  While I can’t speak for the
rest of the team, nothing could have prepared me for the
excitement and atmosphere of the Philosothon, despite
the thousands of kilometres that separated many of the
competitors. 

Unfortunately, the first day saw some unforeseen
technical difficulties. However, the wonderful hosts were
able to make adjustments so we could all  stil l  compete
comfortably. The seniors were up first.  That meant
Finnley, Gemma, Zoe, and I were sent into Zoom breakout
rooms, where we began our philosophical discussions.
These are called Communities of Inquiry. It was
somewhat nerve-racking to begin with, but the nerves
slowly eased as I became engrossed in the nuanced and
profound ideas and points expressed by the others in my
group.

Following this, the juniors had their opportunity. Ann, Courtney,
Imogen, and Rachel debated, discussed, and conversed with
students their age, until  the time was up: unfortunately, the
Communities of Inquiry only lasted 40 minutes each. After a
short hiatus, the seniors were back, and 40 minutes later, so
were the juniors. The first day was somewhat fi l led with
hiccups, but nonetheless the entire team was bursting with
philosophical ideas and anecdotes. 

The next day, the seniors were able to observe the juniors’
discussions, and vice versa. This made for an even more
interesting day, as we were able to see and hear the intellectual
and sagacious discussions of many more participants. The day
came to an end far too quickly, but our team met online
afterwards to debrief and share our experiences from the two
extraordinary days. We were all  stil l  overbearingly energetic,
and fi l led with mind-blowing ideas and questions that we hope
to discuss at Socrates Cafe when we return to school.

Later in the week, the team received an email:  the results from
the competition were in. Our Loreto team placed 8th out of the
20 schools competing. We were also the top Victorian team,
beating both teams who placed 1st and 2nd in the Victorian
Philosothon last year. We were ecstatic. If  that didn’t make an
already wonderful week even better, then what came next
definitely did. Ann came second in her age category, and
received a nomination for the award of Most Promising
Philosopher. Gemma, Finnley, and I also received nominations
for Most Promising Philosopher, and though none of us received
the award, it is among one of the highest honours to have been
recognised and nominated.

The entire team did an exceptional job. We could never have
done as well without you all ,  so congratulations! A huge thanks
to Mr Foord, without whom none of us would have the
opportunities and experiences Socrates Cafe provides. And
thank you to both Mr Foord and Mr Barker for helping us
prepare for the competition, and also for the facilitating you did
throughout the competition. This was an extraordinary
experience, and one I ’m sure none of us will  ever forget.
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We all  know how important it is to stay
connected during the lockdowns. During Term
Three, each year level succeeded in doing just
that.

For example, the Year 8 Committee reps
organised some entertaining events for the
year level such as a trivia quiz on Thursday
the 20th of August. Last lockdown, each Year
8 class designed a class logo, which included a
mascot, such as ‘8 Blue Bilbies’  and ‘8 Purple
Possums’.

Meanwhile, in Year 9, the girls worked hard
within their mentor groups in period 4, in
support groups of about six students. They
were working on supporting their Goals for
Growth Program. Each girl has set three goals
for the semester: an academic, community and
mastery Goal.  The mentor teacher will  be
widely involved in how each girl achieves
their goal.   
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S TA Y I NG  CONNEC T ED  DUR I NG  COV I D

RUBY  BRADSHAW

Moving on to our amazing LC Senate, I  have
been informed that they are planning a
fantastic -  yet different -  GB Day for when
we return. During this time, the Senate has
also started up a trick shot competition, in
which the most creative shot wins! Another
activity the Senate has planned are Netflix
parties. At the time of writing this, the last
film watched was The Kissing Booth. There
may be more in time to come: who knows?  If
you ever want to join a future Netflix party,
make sure you check your emails open for
updates. 

Lastly, something which has been open to the
whole school is the LC Lockdown run club.
This was a great opportunity to stay active
and connected!



What is the Sustainability Team and what does it
do?

Recently, Loreto’s Sustainability Team has been
working hard to make a difference. Led by Ms
Sophie Colmont, it aims to reduce our school ’s
environmental impact and raise awareness.

A competition was launched during Term Three
that allowed students to take photos of
themselves doing the right thing, or the wrong
thing, for our planet. This is a fun way to get
involved and help out. 

Class representatives have already been chosen,
and will  oversee things such as recycling in their
classrooms. When students return to school,
members of the Sustainability Team will  be able
to run for Captain and Vice Captain positions.
But while we were all  stuck at home, our task
was to consider doing things around the house
to help our environment. Recycle things you
would usually throw out, raise awareness in your
household.. .there are plenty of options! 

Who is in the Sustainability Team?

The Team consists of Amelia Seddon, Amity
Vandenberg, Ava Lanyon, Bernadette Dickson,
Bonnie Mader, Bronte Molloy, Casey Steenhuis,
Charlotte Gibson, Charlotte Kent, Claira
Constable, Ebony Earle, Ella McFarlane, Emerson
O'Gorman, Eve Joyce, Holly Dwyer, Isabella
Hoiles, Isabella Wallis,  Kate Gowans, Kate White,
Keely Greer, Lil ly Tolfrey, Maddie Keen,
Maddison Cross, Mia Costigan, Mia Sculley, Mia
Wallis,  Molly Davies, Molly Vanmeel, Ruby
Wakefield, Sophia Dalton, Sophie Costigan,
Sophie Flynn, Sunday Walker, Tegan Pickles, Zali
Klain, Zayda Vandenberg and Lily Boyanton. 

We can reduce our environmental footprint, one
step at a time!
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With Victoria’s second wave shutdown, we have
not really been able to get back to local sport.
Basketball ,  Footy, Netball ,  Hockey, Soccer and a
variety of other sports have not been able to
happen because of lockdown rules and safety
concerns. However, this does not mean there
hasn’t been any sport to watch at home in
isolation; there has been something for
everyone.

The US Open in America was just one of the
many sports being televised during our second
round of lockdown. Novak Djokovic was the clear
favourite for the men’s side of the competition,
and it looked like he would be the one to take
home the win this year. However, after hitting a
line lady in the neck with a tennis ball ,  he was
shockingly disqualified from the tournament. In
the end, Austrian competitor Dominic Thiem
took home the money and the trophy. On the
women’s side of things, Japanese competitor
Naomi Osaka won the women’s section of the
competition.

The Tour de France was interesting to watch this
year. Unlike other sports, crowds were present
to watch the cyclists tough it through each
stage. Our Aussie Richie Porte suffered a few
setbacks throughout the 23 stage race, such as a
flat front wheel,  but ultimately ended up in 3rd
place. This is huge for Australia, as only one
other Australian competitor has ended up on the
podium before him: Cadel Evans. The winner of
the prestigious race was 22 year old Tedej
Pogačar, who is the first person from Slovenia to
end up taking out the race.

This international sport is all  well and good, but
there’s been plenty of action at home as well .
AFL footy has been a rollercoaster this year,
with bumps and cuts and twists all  over the
place. From Essendon’s Conor McKenna testing
positive to Coronavirus, to Richmond stars being
sent home after a street brawl, there’s been
heaps of controversy surrounding the 2020
season. After all  the craziness, we’re left with 8
teams - at the time of writing - to fight for a
premiership flag: Port Adelaide, Brisbane,
Richmond, Geelong, West Coast, St Kilda,
Western Bulldogs and Collingwood. 

St Kilda are the interesting team in the group, as
they haven’t been able to make finals for nine
years until  now. As a Carlton supporter, I ’d l ike
West Coast, Brisbane or St Kilda to win the
season, but looking at ladder standings and team
quality, I ’d say that we’re likely looking at a Port
Adelaide vs Richmond Grand Final for 2020.
Finals are often the most unpredictable time of
the whole season, so watch out for any surprise
upsets! 

Although this lockdown has stopped us from
playing the sports we love, we have stil l  been
able to watch some great professional sport
while flattening the curve of our second wave.
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Across:
2. But you plus me Sadly can
be dangerous
4. Some legends are told
Some turn to dust or to gold
8. First thing's first I 'ma say
all  the words inside my head
11.  Help me, it 's l ike the walls
are caving in

Down:
1.Didn't have a dime but I always have a
vision
3. If I 'm not back again this time
tomorrow
5. Got a long list of ex lovers
6. I 'm gonna run this nothing town
7. One taught me love. One taught me
patience
10. I  found a way to let you win But I
never really had a doubt

CROSSWORD  -  MUS I CA L  ART I S T S



S T RANGER  THANKS

Stranger Thanks is a page dedicated to thanking someone who may have brightened your day, helped
you through a tough time or simply opened a door for you! Send through your submission for the next
issue of Loreto Lark to newspaper@loreto.vic.edu.au .    Please keep submission length to no more than 2
or 3 sentences.  

Thank you Girls for
bringing back your Loreto

Spirit with you for GB
Day!

Mr O'Shea

Thanks to the girls who
wrote articles for the

Courier's SHOUT
magazine - you worked

so hard!
Jayde

Thank you so much to Mrs
Phillips and Mrs Lane for

organising the Shadow
Judging!
Gemma

Thank you Ms Brodrick
for taking the time to
come and introduce
yourself to us at the

front crossing. 
Pat and Jerry

Thank you Mrs Fraser and
Mr Morris for driving the

bus this year.  Not sure how
but we stayed on the road!

Year 12

Girls you went and left
me again in Term 3! You
were very much missed...

Mary

Thank you to the 2020
Senate for making our

year the best it could be!
Abbey 

Thank you Mr Foord and
Mr Barker for your time
and dedication to get us

ready for the Philosothon!
Chloe

Thank you Ms Knobel for
your time and finding a

way to ensure our Year 12
Graduation Mass allows

us to have some of the
same traditions even with

Covid restrictions.  
Bella
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THE  LORE TO  L ARK  T EAM

Chief Editor - Gemma Richardson
Chief Digital Editors - Zoe Bartrum and Olivia Jones

A special thanks to all girls involved with articles and
editing for this edition: Zoe Bartrum, Gemma Richardson,
Chloe Simpson, Lillian (Lilly)  Tolfrey, Bridie Newman, Olivia
Jones, Lucy Eales, Asha Hoiles, Rachel Young, Charlotte Kent,
Ruby Bradshaw, Ava Connally, Freya Cosgriff and Sophia
Dalton.

Do you have a story to share in the next Loreto Lark? Come along to our
meetings on Thursday Recess in SF 125

Crossword Answers:
Across
2. Blackpink
4. Fallout Boy
8. Image Dragon
9. Ruel
11.  Shawn Mendes

Down
1. Panic at the Disco
3. Queen
5. Taylor Swift
6. Bil l ie Eilish
7. Ariana Grande
10. Beyonce 


